Whole Community Approach to an Unprecedented Year

46.9 Million PEOPLE AFFECTED by Harvey, Irma, Maria & Wildfires

15% of the POPULATION

28 Task Forces; 8,880 lives

30,909 STRUCTURES searched

2017 DISASTERS

4.8+ Million HOTEL STAYS

5.6+ Million CALLS

4.8+ Million REGISTRATIONS

2.4+ Million HOME INSPECTIONS

70 Voluntary Organizations Supporting

48 States Responding

32 Federal Agencies Supporting
USAR DEPLOYMENTS

• All 27 FEMA USAR Task Forces were deployed to Hurricane Harvey
  • First time since Katrina
  • 6,453 lives saved or assisted during massive water rescue following Hurricane Harvey
  • TX TF-1 Used as a State Resource

• 15 USAR TF Immediately Redeployed to Hurricane Irma
  • 1,590 lives saved or assisted

• 12 USAR TF deployed to Hurricane Maria
  • 837 lives saved or assisted

• USAR deployed to Mexico Earthquake
  • Concurrent with response to Hurricane Maria
California Wildfires

- 65 lives lost
- 1.2 million acres burned
- Thomas fire largest in CA history (280,000 acres)
- 5,600 homes and more than 10,000 structures damaged or destroyed
- Urban destruction (Coffee Park)
- Greater than 50% affected homes uninsured
- Average age of fatalities: 70